Abstract-Many physical phenomena can be modeled as the propagation of sound or radio waves, the fluids flow, the distribution of gas, the dispersion produced in a river, etc. With the help of the AC we can deduce very realistic situations. In previous work, we simulated the propagation of sound in the city using cellular automata, taking into account the urban parameters. In that works, we used horizontal bars to simulate the presence of obstacles (buildings and others) in the sound propagation environment. These obstacles have been defined with arbitrarily fixed coefficients of resistance. In this paper, we rely on the models and algorithms proposed in previous works, to observe the behavior of our simulations of sound, in a concrete environment of obstacle. For this we use NetGen[1], which is a map processing tool. PickCell allows us to analyze the behavior of sound in a concrete environment
I INTRODUCTION
Physical world and information systems unification is a major achievement during this last decade. Communication systems, especially wireless technology, and research in physical sensors field have taken a major part in this integration.
The interface between the physical word and a computer can be used in two ways. First, from a local perspective, where such a system can control for instance a single object or provide a personal assistance. Moreover, in a distributed system, this interface collects and analyze sparse data to make decisions, for instance about resource savings: to turn off streetlights, to guide to a parking spot. Wireless sensor networks are part of this second category. Thus, this paper is focused on sound propagation simulation [2] in urban environment, in a distributed manner.
The key point of this work is a cellular representation of the city in order to model streets, gardens, ring roads, buildings, and rivers. Geo-referenced image analysis, complemented by database consultation, for example to retrieve elevation data, generates this cellular model. Then, this model is converted into a system made of interconnected processes, that can re-produce many collective behaviors, whether physical or digital. We have developed a cellular automata that models sound propagation, including reflection and refraction, working on a graphics accelerator. Finally, we have produced a coupling method between observation systems by sensor networks and physical systems.
II CELLULAR SYSTEMS AND ENVIRONMENT

A. Synthesis Parameters, Evaluation of Cellular Systems
In this section, we study the methods to configure cell synthesis and the impact of this configuration on the resulting sim-ulators. This study is important in regards to both the quality of the discrimination between physical areas and calculation load resulting. The synthesis of network is being performed, it is possible to provide static characteristics (section III) and use simulator of characteristics measured dynamically (section IV-A). The achievement result from these assessments that have been run on several cellular network [3] resume below:
 nigerCarte: the maps(2a) show simplified information such as roads, buildings or blocks, names, green areas and wetlands.
 nigerPhoto: aerial photography (Niger River, figure 2b).
 campusbatiments: limits of buildings on campus  campusJardin: campus free zone both connectivity allow to present cellular zone obtained for the buildings firstly, paths, gardens or roads secondly.
Dynamic evaluations are focused on these four networks built from four neighborhoods: VonNeumann1 and VonNeumann2, Moore1 and Moore2. Section IV-A describes the algorithms compiled and evaluated for this test.

Build and make: in this case regarding some representa-tive samples, it was necessary to demonstrate the feasibil-ity, the complexity and the performance of reproducible simulations on large-scale [?] . For this purpose, we have designed a tool to execute and generate automatically for displaying data from topological characterization.
 FanOut: number of output channels of a node  MaxFanOut: maximum number of outbound channels from the same node into the network.
 MinFanOut: minimum number of outgoing channels from the same node into the network. The segmentation steers to draw a two-dimensional [4] table according to the selected sizes. The elements correspond to cells of system which are constituted at the beginning by small square and rectangular images. An example of that segmentation is described by figure 4b.
FIGURE I: SYNOPTIC OF AUTOMATIC SYSTEM OF GENERATION:
 4 subsystems to be tested are nigerCarte, nigerPhoto, campusBatiment, campusJardin,  5 algorithmic functions are: leader, diameter, routing, transport, sound propagation,  4 cellular connectivity are: VN1, VN2, Moore1(M1) and Moore2(M2),  16 architectures are indicated per blocks "ARCHI", they'll be associated with each function to be tested (80 assessments).
B. Cellular System Discrimination
Obtaining of cellular system simulable can be define in 3 steps:

Segmentation and clustering of cells;  Neighborhood choice and production of abstracted architecture;  Behaviors definition for physical process checking.
At the end of those 3 steps, we have a program available to represent quantity of physical phenomenon such as propagation (sound, light, radio), spreading (pollutants, insects), clustering and aggregations (insects), etc. It's possible to provide data to sensor networks and calculate the dimensions of these networks considering physical phenomenon.
C. Classification
The physical data are represented with an image made up of pixels containing 3 components Red, Green, Blue (RGB). From a map or aerial photograph, it's become easy to have that image (see figure 2) . In order to proceed at the distribution per groups, we're also interested in general distribution of colors. It is necessary to have space taken by colors on all cells. 
D. Construction of classes
It's possible now to use the parameters calculated in every cell. the goal is to get classes representing of cells affinities and the number of classes are depend on the number of divisions operated on interval I. A partition into two part will distribute the space of value into 23 sub-cubes and we can get then 8, 27, 64 classes for n=2;3;4 partitions (see figure 3b ). Figure 4a shows a view of the tool used to implement functions described in this document. The left column shows the classes generated from a satellite image pre-processed. The central image shows the left column selected class. we identify the criteria of classification: min, max, mean. At right in the bottom there is the choice of neighborhoods allowing the system process synthesis. The tool provides the current cellular system statistics. It also allows to set up classes combinations. This tool also allows to put in place sensors on the interesting zones and causing generation of abstract model for the sensor system. Therefore we have a direct interaction between the data manipulation and the planning of their observation. Figure 5a shows two views with the purpose to illustrate the qualities of this cell partitioning technique. Knowing that the tool can be improved, especially in its classification system.
E. Segmentation and Classification Practice
F. Pre-treatments
Prior to process color with a standard treatment software which allows to highlight the interest zones (wetland namely in this simulation). This is a way for color configuration allowing to facilitate classes separation. The pre-treatment carried out with external tools can be useful in expectation of more sophisticated classification techniques to automatically perform discrimination.
In the figure 4b, the space is split into known size grid of cell. The size of this grid is 10 @ 10 pixels. Figure 7 shows the practically of this generation with two choice for "Von Neumann" and "Moore". This generation is produced on an abstract model formed of connected process by link. This model is expressed on a small number of Smalltalk classes allowing management of some attributes such as location.  localized processes, their fan-out, behavior procedure and geographical information,  the parallel composition of these processes.
G. Generation of Network Process
We obtain the generation of Occam code similar to those of NetGen sensor network by using the command window shown on Figure 7 . The model displayed at the right on the window is similar to the extract seen below where we notice the horizontal and vertical neighbors of cellular process. 
R = 20 x log(wM2rc)
with: R: acoustic intensity level in decibel (dB); W : angular velocity (beat) in rad.s; M: area density (kg.m-2); Z: Acoustic impedance 410 Pa.s/m3; the "law of conservation of Mass" means that in the ideal case of an infinitely large wall (or highly absorbed), R increase by 6 dB per double frequency and by 6 dB per double of area density.
B. Results of Quantitative Statistical Analysis
In order to quantify the charge of calculations induced by different choice of parameters offered by PickCell, we discriminated few solid zones (buildings) and hollow (gardens).
C. Groung Floor Description and Behavior
There is no fundamental difference between physical cell behavior simulated and the synchronous sensor network simulated by NetGen [1] . Treatment programmed to these network are immediately transferable to cellular networks:
 distributed algorithms for networks data: leaders calcu-lations, diameters, routing and transports apply to cell assembly.  physical models: cellular automaton purely local, distributed average, sound propagation, flow, gas, water, etc. 
D. Structures of Cellular Data
Theses structures must be described by the programmer of cellular automaton and support the description of the local state and the evolution calculation: consistent progression with synchronous model, coded in PosDircellnode-include6: (state(t) inputs => state(t+1), outputs).
IV. STATISTICAL STUDY EXAMPLE OF HYDRO-GEOGRAPHY IN TOMBOUCTOU REGION (MALI)
Routing demonstration and packet transport alongside of Niger River (Djoliba) in the Tombouctou area in Mali. We can also calculated: the parameter of the leader, the diameter of the network, parameters of routing, transport of network (number of lost packet, collision detection, etc.) 2) behavior: behavior and notoriously procedures which describes the behavior and the state of the cell.
3) data: data from class described in Occam, based in an overall table, and read by each process as given parameter.
The algorithms used in this work are composed of basic distributed examples:  the leader: network identifier allowing a mobil to obtain the identifier of the network met on his route,  the diameter: defined as the maximum distance between any two nodes, allowing to recognize the number of rounds require propagation of information into network.
Two networks are also tested: transportation and routing. Finally, two algorithms for specific physical propagation are also tested: position and direction, and propagation of sound-wave.
V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
The case study of the Niger River in the Timbuktu region, where four neighborhoods have been tested (figure 2) is based on these two approaches. Thus, for this study, a rigorous analysis was carried out between different neighborhoods and changes in classes. This allowed us to determine that this method actually provides new simulation solutions of physical phenomena. The compilation of over 3 000 Occam processes is at the limit of the capacity of KRoC compiler, while the same compilation is much faster ran on Cuda. As for this Many physical phenomena can be modeled as the propagation of sound or radio waves, the fluids flow, the distribution of gas, the dispersion produced in a river, etc. with the help of Difficulty of quantifying, the use of graphics accelerators can come in handy (Graphic Processing Units, GPU) [8] specially in massively parallel SIMD in run mode. The AC being a relatively new numerical and original method, it is important to situate their performance compared to conventional methods especially the differential equations [9] .
The AC we can deduce very realistic situations. In this work, the prospects prove quite interesting. One can thus model the University of Western Brittany campus in 2 different ways:
 the propagation of sound waves in the "gardens" of the campus (without obstacles): detection, localization of sound sources at rallies, crowd movements, exceptional events on campus, etc.

Sound propagation in and through buildings (obstacles): calculating the resistance of buildings to sound waves depending on the power of the sound source, location, provident noise [10] , etc.
Finally, in addition to the technical advantages of AC over mathematical methods noted in this work, the use of the results is wide and in varied fields, such as:
 mobile: piloting a drone, a boat based on wireless tags,  several mobiles: traveling on a bus line, network, people at home, animals, etc.
 dominant mobiles: fleets, traffic, animals, etc.  calculated behavior: systematic scanning,  dynamic behavior: decisions programmed depending on the mobile history.
